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Introduction
With the Workbench platform offered by ANSYS, many 

engineering works can be accessed on one screen. ANSYS 
Workbench is a very effective program for simulation dependent 
product development with advanced parameter management. 
With ANSYS Workbench, analytics from different engineering 
disciplines can be managed from a single center [1]. The elements 
of a reinforced concrete building can be divided into undefined 
boundaries, with or without support. For example, partition walls, 
floor coverings are non-bearing elements. In contrast, floor slabs, 
beams, columns and foundations are examples of elements of 
the carrier. The slabs are two-dimensional and generally bearing 
elements which are directly affected by vertical loads. They may 
appear to have been obtained simply by joining the beams in two 
directions. They transmit the loads to the beams that support them 
at their sides and they are concrete together. The beams form a 
support for the slabs and are one-dimensional support elements. 
Generally, positive bending moment and negative bending moment 
occur in their support. Consequently, the main accessories to 
receive the tensile stresses in the sections are located at the bottom 
in the opening and at the top in the support. When the beams 
transmit their loads to the columns they are supported, they form  

 
a three-dimensional frame that allows the carrier system to place 
horizontal loads. Columns collect vertical loads from each floor and 
transmit them to the foundation and therefore they are the main 
bearing element of the structure. Any damage to these elements 
often affects the entire structure. Columns transmit their loads to 
the ground through foundations. Since the bearing capacity of the 
ground is smaller than the concrete, the foundation is formed by 
expanding the column section. The foundations, which are generally 
rectangular in shape and are separated in the plan, are connected to 
each other by bond beams in two directions [2]. Cui et al. [3], a new 
hybrid modeling approach was proposed in this study to estimate 
the mean indoor air temperatures of both the upper floor and the 
lower floor. 

This ”hybrid” solution combines both the gray box, the RC 
model and the black box. An advanced RC model is used to estimate 
the building average temperature and the black box model, which 
utilizes supervised machine learning algorithms, is used to estimate 
the temperature difference between the lower floor and the upper 
floor [3]. Bedeir et al. [4] made a numerical model of a two-storey, 
third scale reinforced concrete masonry building that was subjected 
to semi-static cyclic lateral loading consisting of walls in orthogonal 
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directions. The results of ten experimentally tested walls were used 
to validate the modeling approach used to construct the building 
model. The models were able to accurately capture the response 
of individual walls and the building under test. Numerical results 
have shown that the overall ductility of the building is higher than 
the constituent walls under eccentric load, which is consistent with 
experimental results [4]. Taskaya et al. [5] in their study, Ramor 500 
steel with different parameters by submerged arc welding method 
to make the process, ANSYS package software modeling and 
thermal analysis were made. As a result of the study, as the welding 
voltage increases, the simulatic changes of the temperature in the 
distance-time curves have been investigated [5]. Taşkaya & Taşkaya 
[6] investigated the temperature, pressure, velocity and mass flow 
behavior of hot and cold-water fluid mixture passing through 
a faucet volume designed in three dimensions. The parameters 
obtained from the simulation analysis data results indicate that the 
fluid of the global axes in the model volume according to the fluid 
in the pressure output mixture; it has been investigated that the 
change in mass and knot flow velocity is constant and temperature 
and pressure increase [6]. In Taşkaya & Taşkaya [7] studies, AISI 310 
stainless steel cylinder with 40 mm outer diameter was designed in 
ANSYS Workbench 12.0 module. 

The static structural analysis of the steel was analyzed by 
applying a force of 1000 N in the -y axis direction from the steel top 
plate region. As a result of the analyzes, it was observed that the load 
distributions affected by the static structure of the cylindrical steel 
are concentrated in the upper and lower regions [7]. Taşkaya [8] 
investigated deformation, mechanical and elastic stress analyzes on 
beam axes by applying different load and constant pressure to 3D 
lattice roof model with an isotropic steel material in ANSYS package 
program [8]. In the Taşkaya & Taşkaya [9] studies, the hangar roof 
model of the formed hanging roof model, which has a 46x50mm 
base supporting cylinder pipe diameter with 54 dimensional 
and 34 corner coordinate points, applied 200 Newton force to 5 
support beam points. With the applied force effect, they mapped 
the deformation and stress distributions of the roof top beam and 
supporting nodes. As a result of the analysis, they observed that the 
deformation and stresses in the load bearing upper beam and base 
coordinate points increased and decreased in the front supporting 
beam points [9]. Gür et al. [10] ANSYS software in different 
temperature and tensile parameters Al material and SIC metal 
matrix composite creep elongation movement and investigated the 
relationship between elastic stresses [10]. 

The aim of this study; With the creation of measuring points 
from the Workbench module of ANSYS software, 3D concrete-mixed 
beam structures are tested according to load and acceleration. 
With the results of this simulation test analysis, structural errors 
and deformations related to axes were determined and mechanical 
improvements in the structures were determined. The best results 
are obtained with the ANSYS package software used under the 

name of finite elements by determining the appropriate parameter 
without passing the application industry.

Experimental
ANSYS Model Design

In this study, concrete beam model was created with the 
coordinate points given in Table 1 in the static structure section 
of Workbench module in ANSYS 12.0 software. The structural 
application element type of this design was selected as “concrete” 
mixture from ANSYS engineering data library. The 16 coordinate 
points given in Table 1 are the structural system points created by 
measuring the beams. In the model design of the coordinate points 
given in Table 1, all individual data are defined at 16 different points. 
The ‘inch (“) ‘length unit is used to calculate the coordinate points. 
This is due to the fact that coordinate systems do not generate 
fractional numbers.

Table 1: Measuring coordinate points of concrete mixed beam 
structures.

Points x “ y “ z “

1 0 0 0

2 240 0 0

3 480 0 0

4 720 0 0

5 0 0 240

6 240 0 240

7 480 0 240

8 720 0 240

9 0 120 0

10 240 120 0

11 480 120 0

12 720 120 0

13 0 120 240

14 240 120 240

15 480 120 240

16 720 120 240

 In the model design shown in Figure 1, the measuring points 
according to 16 separate axes are defined in a separate ANSYS 
Workbench module. After the measurement coordinate points 
have been defined, the 1st floor beam lines of the prototype are 
combined. The rear beam coordinate points of the 1st floor shown 
in Figure 1a are combined. In the same way, the front beam points 
of Figure 1b of the 1st floor is joined. Then, in Figure 1c, the 
process of joining all axes with 6 bases is formed. In Figure 1d, 
axis definitions are made for these completed beam points. Figure 
2 shows the second-floor formation points of the building model. 
Here, the measurement coordinates created on the first floor are 
used and the “operation” section from ANSYS Workbench module 
is used in the design of the second floor. The first-floor module axes 
are cloned to the second floor so that the same coordinate points 
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are defined and not reconstructed repeatedly. In Figure 2a, all the 
1st floor axes are selected. In Figure 2b, the second-floor model 
is created on these axes with a height of 120 inches in the y-axis 
and a ceiling height of about 305cm. In Figure 2c, this structure 
prototype, which is designed as 2nd floor design, is defined as 8 
supporting leg beams towards the base. After this stage, as shown 
in Figure 2d, the 8-foot carrier beams of the prototype model are 

completed. An I profile is defined to the concrete beam model 
beam points. A thickness value is assigned to these I profiles. The 
cross-section modules w1, w2, w3 of the carrier profiles are 7, 7, 
16 inches respectively; The thickness values of t1, t2, t3 are 0.63 
inches respectively. After these values are applied to the model, the 
sections are aligned in the module.

Figure 1: Concrete mixed beam structures a) Forming the first beam rear beam b) Forming the first beam front layer c) Joining 
all the beam layers of the first-floor d) Determining and showing the beam layers in 6 axes.

Figure 2: Concrete mixed beam structures a) Selecting all the 1st floor axes b) Creating the 2nd floor design c) Forming the carrier 
beam points d) Finished beams.
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In Figure 3, the structure beams are defined with the concrete 
slab material and the slab formwork. 6 concrete floor slabs are 
individually modeled at a thickness of about 5 inches and about 
13 cm. Starting from the 2nd floor, 3 separate concrete slabs of the 
2nd floor are made. Then the concrete floor slabs of the 1st floor are 

applied and the concrete floor slabs applied to the beams of the 
building model are applied. In order to avoid deviations from these 
angles in any angle, all beam sections are defined at the z-axis 90 o. 
All material beam groups of the building model are completed and 
a partitioning is applied to the model for mesh definition.

Figure 3: Formation of concrete mix beam structure mixture (6 concrete floors).

Mesh of Model Structure and Load Definition

Figure 4: Mesh of concrete-mixed beam structures.

Figure 5: Concrete mixed beam structures a) fixation of the supporting legs b) pressure identification c) standard center of 
gravity d) acceleration identification.
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After the structure model design stage is provided, a mesh 
segmentation is defined for the model as shown in Figure 4. This 
definition ensures that the mesh spacings shall be shallow and 
the concrete spacings shall be wide in suitable mesh spacings. The 
fixing of the concrete mixed structures shown in Figure 5a to the 
support leg points is performed. This ensures that the support 
beam points do not move during load application. Figure 5b 
describes the application of a pressure of 75 N/mm2 to the concrete 

mixing zones. In Figure 5c, the standard center of gravity of the 
model is determined and a value of 32.174ft / sec2 is defined in the 
global coordinate system as an inch length unit towards the –y axis. 
This means that the building model has gravity to the center. As a 
final step, in Figure 5d, the structural model is given an acceleration 
of 6.4ft / sec2 in inches. Here, the mechanical results that occur by 
giving a vibration motion to the model under the effect of pressure 
are examined.

Results and Discussion

Figure 6: Concrete mixed beam structures a) x-axis global directional changes b) y-axis global directional changes c) z-axis 
global directional changes d) structural errors.

As a result of the analysis made against pressure and 
acceleration in the workbench module of ANSYS software of 
concrete mixture beam structures, global directional changes 
and structural errors between axes were examined. In Figure 6a, 
b & c, the effects of directional shape changes according to global 
coordinates of the model structure are examined. These effects 
increased in Figure 6a in the x-global coordinate of the upper knot 
regions of the beams and in the main contact regions where the 1st 
and 2nd layers meet. In Figure 6b, it increased the stress intensities 
in the load bearing foot systems in the stable equilibrium position 
with the pressure it exerted on the y axis in the y global coordinate. 
In Figure 6c, it is observed that shape change effects in z axis global 
coordinate regions are mostly in the end base region of the carrier 
leg systems. In the analysis shown in Figure 6d, this prototype 
shows the construction errors shown in the model analysis. In 
systemic structure analysis, the system warns that the mechanical 
improvements should be at the joints where the beams connected 
to the axes and the concrete bases meet. Here, especially in ANSYS 
package software, Workbench module wants to support and 
strengthen these points in terms of strength.

Conclusion
The results determined in the Workbench module of ANSYS 

12.0 software of the concrete mixed beam structures are given 
below. Total deformation of the second floor by creating a 
sedimentation effect in the middle of the concrete base mold max. 
effect was examined. The concrete forms of the 1st floor showed 
less deformation than the 2nd floor. Min. Carrier foot systems have 
taken their values. Stress ratio increased as load and acceleration 
increased. The regions where the shape change rates are most 
influenced starting from the 2nd floor are observed to be high in 
the collapse regions caused by gravity at the central point of the 
concrete mixtures. The contact areas in the upper regions have 
increased towards the tensile and lower pulley regions compressive 
strength. In the x axial spherical analysis, the upper knot regions 
of the beams and the main contact regions where the 1st and 2nd 
layers meet are increased. In the axial global directional analysis, 
the stress intensities were increased in load-bearing leg systems at 
a stable equilibrium with pressure. In the z axial global direction 
analysis, it is observed that the shape change effects in the regions 
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are mostly in the end base region of the bearing leg systems. ANSYS 
software system warned that mechanical improvements should 
be at the joint points of the beams connected to the axes and the 
concrete bases in the systemic structure analysis.
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